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Abstract. 5G network technology is being rapidly adopted in various
critical infrastructures, mainly due to its unique benefits (e.g., higher
throughput, lower latency, and better scalability). This wide-spread and
fast adoption necessitates securing those critical services deployed over
5G technology. However, evaluating the security posture of a 5G network
is challenging due to the heterogeneous and large-scale nature of 5G net-
works coupled with new security threats. Moreover, existing 5G security
approaches fall short as their results are typically binary and difficult to
be translated into the overall security posture of a 5G network. In this
paper, we propose a novel solution for evaluating the security posture
of 5G networks by combining the results of existing security solutions
for state auditing and event monitoring. To that end, our main idea is
to first build a novel event-state model that captures both events and
states in a 5G network, and then extend this model to evaluate the over-
all security posture and how such security posture may evolve over time
due to persistent threats. We integrate this approach with free5GC (a
popular 5G open-source project) and evaluate its effectiveness.

1 Introduction

Characterized by its higher throughput, lower latency, and better scalability, 5G
technology has become a popular choice for telecommunication networks. By
2025, more than two-fifths of the global population will be under the coverage
of 5G networks, and 5G connections will make up about a quarter of all mobile
connections [1]. Therefore, the security of 5G networks becomes essential to its
wide-range of users and applications. To that end, evaluating the security posture
of a 5G network deployment can provide a direct measurement of the current
security status as well as the potential impact of specific future plans (e.g.,
deploying a security appliance). However, evaluating the security posture of a
5G network renders unique challenges, such as understanding its heterogeneous
components across multiple aspects and how those components interact, and
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attacker’s capabilities in exploiting those unique system dependencies to cause
an evolving impact on the system.

Most existing works (e.g., [2,3]) for measuring 5G security fall short to over-
come those challenges, as they are limited to a particular aspect (e.g., user, net-
work, or infrastructure) of a 5G network and do not evaluate the system’s overall
security posture. On the other hand, the majority of existing works (e.g., [4–6])
for non-5G environments do not consider the 5G-specific threats that may exploit
a 5G network across different aspects and cause sustained impact. Moreover, ex-
isting security tools (e.g., Kubescape [7] and Falco [8]) for 5G networks are
mostly designed to find a specific security breach or incident, respectively, and
it would be highly challenging for security admins to interpret and correlate the
results of those different tools into an overall security posture of a 5G network.
We further highlight these limitations and motivate towards our work using the
following example.

Motivating Example. The left side of Figure 1 shows an attack scenario (based
on a well-known advanced persistent threat (APT) to telecommunications net-
works, LightBasin [9]) to illustrate an attacker’s capability to exploit a 5G net-
work from multiple aspects (e.g., user, network, and infrastructure) by following
Steps 1-6 and cause an evolving impact (from user aspect to infrastructure as-
pect). The right side of the figure first shows the limitations of existing works
towards evaluating the security posture of a 5G network during the APT attack,
and then illustrates our idea to overcome those limitations, as detailed in the
following.

– While working with existing security solutions (e.g., auditing and monitoring
tools [7,8]) and relevant security controls (e.g., [10–12]), a 5G admin observes
both compliant (T ) and non-compliant (F ) states of a system as the attack
progresses over time (t1-t4). However, the admin faces challenges about how
to interpret those binary results from auditing individual security controls,
and how to aggregate them towards evaluating the overall security posture
of the 5G network.

– To address this limitation, our key idea is to combine the results of existing
security tools (e.g., auditing and monitoring) to build a probabilistic model
(Bayesian network) that correlates the different aspects of a 5G network and
captures the evolving nature of an APT attack over time. As a result, an
admin can obtain security posture values for a given goal node (G1 and G2)
from observed breaches or events (E1 and E2) to have a better understanding
about the security status of the system.

More specifically, we propose a 5G Security Posture Evaluator (namely,
5GSPE ) based on the results of state auditing and event monitoring. First, we
build a state model from auditing results that capture breaches of organization-
specific security controls based on 5G network states at different times, and an
event model from monitoring results that capture the attacker’s activities per-
formed in-between breaches. Second, we combine these two models to build an
event-state model as a Bayesian network that captures the evolving nature of 5G
attacks. Finally, we leverage this probabilistic event-state model to evaluate the
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Fig. 1: A motivating example based on the LightBasin attack

security posture of a 5G network through Bayesian inference of the model. We
implement 5GSPE based on free5GC [13] (a popular project for deploying 5G
core) with Kubernetes [14] (a major container orchestrator), and demonstrate
its effectiveness through extensive experiments. The main contributions of this
paper are as follows.

– As per our knowledge, we are the first to propose a solution for evaluating the
security posture of 5G networks that can cover persistent threats involving
multiple aspects in the 5G technology stack and threat evolution over time.

– To achieve this, we study security controls from multiple system aspects; we
propose a novel event-state model by combining results of state auditing and
event monitoring; we design a custom algorithm to combine those results
and quantify the overall security posture of a 5G network.

– We integrate our solution with free5GC [15] and Kubernetes [14] and con-
duct experiments to show its effectiveness in reflecting the effects of attack
progress, network scalability, and security appliances, among others on the
overall security posture.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides preliminaries.
Section 3 describes our methodology. Section 4 details its implementation. Sec-
tion 5 presents experimental results. Section 6 reviews the literature. Section 7
concludes the work.

2 Preliminaries

This section provides the necessary preliminaries.

2.1 Background on 5G network

Figure 2 shows an overview of 5G network that contains components from three
major aspects: A user aspect is concerned with the administration of the 5G core
network including UE, which can be both mobile and IoT devices. A network
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aspect covers network equipment, such as RAN and 5G mobile core (with var-
ious virtual network functions including but not limited to AMF, UPF, SMF,
and UDM) [16]. An infrastructure aspect includes the virtual resources (e.g.,
vSwitches, vRouters, vServers) typically hosted on cloud infrastructure. We also
summarize the acronyms used throughout this paper in Table 1.

Data NetworkUE

Admin

NSSF NEFNRFPCF UDM

AUSFSMFAMF
UPF 5G Mobile Core

Servers
Switches

Cloud for IaaS

Development Tools
Build Test Deploy

IoT
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Infrastructure
 Aspect
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Fig. 2: An overview of the 5G network

Table 1: Acronyms used in this paper
Term Description Term Description Term Description

3GPP 3rd Generation Partnership Project 5GC 5G Core AMF 5G Access and Mobility Manage-
ment Function

AUSF 5G Authentication Server Function BN Bayesian Network CN Core Network

EM Event Model ESM Event-State Model LTE Long-Term Evolution

NEF 5G Network Exposure Function NF Network Functions NRF 5G Network Repository Function

NSSF 5G Network Slice Selection Function PB Policy Breach PCF 5G Policy Control Function

RAN Radio Access Network SM State Model SMF 5G Session Management Function

UDM 5G Unified Data Management UE User Equipments UPF 5G User Plane Function

2.2 Security Posture Evaluation in 5G and Its Challenges

In the following, we define security posture in the context of 5G and outline the
challenges involved in its evaluation.

Definition of Security Posture in 5G. Based on 3GPP [17], a major project
to develop 5G standards, the security posture of a 5G network is defined from
two main factors: (i) by checking how well security practices and guidelines are
followed in a 5G deployment and its operation (as captured in our state model);
and (ii) by monitoring network elements, infrastructure, and communication (as
captured in our event model).

Challenges. The main challenges of evaluating security posture in 5G are:

– Complexity of the composition of a 5G network. Unlike pre-5G net-
works (e.g., LTE and 4G), which are typically deployed on an operator-
managed infrastructure, 5G network components (i.e., CN, RAN, UE, etc.)
are distributed across multiple aspects (user, network, and infrastructure [18])
which can be deployed and instantiated across third party clouds and sys-
tems. The interactions between network functions, virtualized environment
and infrastructure owners further complicate the nature of a 5G network.
Due to such added complexity, evaluating the security posture of a 5G net-
work requires a thorough understanding of this system.

– Capturing attack progress with existing security solutions. Attacker
capabilities (skills, tools, and resources) for exploiting a 5G network vary
based on the attacker’s motivation, sophistication, and objectives [19]. While
different attackers can advance differently across various aspects of 5G de-
pending on their capabilities, the current security solutions are insufficient
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to understand the relationship between various breaches and to capture the
attacker’s progress for assessing the system’s overall security posture.

– Interpreting and aggregating the results of existing security solu-
tions. There are a few 5G security solutions for auditing (e.g., [20]), moni-
toring (e.g., [7]), and alert reporting (e.g., [8]). Different (sometimes incon-
sistent) security controls, formats of results, and operational mechanisms,
across those solutions, may impede correlation among them to evaluate the
system’s overall security posture. It is also challenging to interpret the binary
results to evaluate the security posture of a 5G network.

These challenges will be addressed in Section 3.

2.3 Threat Model

The in-scope threats of this work include the attacks whose impact on the secu-
rity controls of a 5G network can be identified using existing auditing/monitoring
techniques (e.g., [7, 8]). We assume the 5G network and infrastructure manage-
ment systems (e.g., Kubernetes) may be trusted for the integrity of the API
calls, event notifications, logs, and database records. The system may have im-
plementation flaws, misconfigurations, and vulnerabilities that can be poten-
tially exploited by malicious attackers to violate security controls. We assume
that admins are interested in the security posture with respect to given attack
goals (i.e., targeting critical assets). For identifying privilege escalation nodes,
we rely on expert’s intervention with the help of the MITRE FiGHT [21], a 5G-
specific knowledgebase of attacker strategies, which extends the generic MITRE
ATT&CK [22].

The out-of-scope threats include the attacks that do not violate the specified
security controls, that are not captured by existing security solutions, and that
may remove or tamper their own logged events. We also assume loose synchro-
nization of events across different aspects such that their order are correctly
reflected in Kubernetes logs and Systems logs. Even though this work can eval-
uate the effects of attacks on a system, its main objective is not to detect any
specific attack or exploit, but to evaluate security postures for admins.

3 Methodology

This section presents our methodology of 5GSPE.

3.1 Overview

Figure 3 shows an overview of our methodology, which contains three major
steps. First, we build a state model from auditing results of 5G network states
to capture the compliance breaches by an attacker and an event model from
monitoring results of 5G network events to capture an attacker’s activities (as
detailed in Section 3.2). Second, we fuse these two models and build an event-
state model (which is formally defined in Appendix A) using both horizontal
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fusing, which correlates the results of auditing and monitoring, and vertical fus-
ing, which links different aspects (e.g., user and infrastructure) of a 5G network
(as detailed in Section 3.3). Finally, we evaluate the security posture of a 5G net-
work by converting our event-state model to a probabilistic model as a Bayesian
network (as detailed in Section 3.4).
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Fig. 3: Overview of our methodology

3.2 Building Event and State Models

To capture an attacker’s activities and their impacts, we build the state model
using auditing results and the event model using monitoring results, as follows.

Building State Model. A major angle of the attacker’s activities would in-
volve the execution of malicious operations that could result in non-compliant
system states. Therefore, to capture this aspect of the attacker’s activities, we
build the state model. First, we obtain auditing results (e.g., compliant/non-
compliant) over a period of time by applying existing security auditing tools
(e.g., KubeScape [7]) and security controls (e.g., NIST [10]) covering different
aspects of a 5G network. Then, we measure the frequency of both compliant and
non-compliant results for each security control to calculate the probability of a
non-compliant result. Next, we determine the pre-condition (cause of the breach)
and the post-condition (impact of the breach) for each non-compliant result using
the description of the control, and MITRE FiGHT [21] and ATT&CK frame-
work [22]. Afterward, for each non-compliant control, we add its pre-condition
and post-condition as parent and child, respectively, allowing us to correlate
attackers non-compliant state related activities with 5G related activities. Fi-
nally, we combine all non-compliant controls, and their pre-conditions and post-
conditions to build a state model using model fusing (described in Section 3.3).

Example 1. We utilize the same attack scenario as in our motivating example
to illustrate how attackers compromise system states. Figure 4 explained how to
build the state model. Initially, an attacker performs an unauthorized logon that
violates the AC-7: Authorized LogOn control from NIST in the user aspect and
enables the attacker to escalate to the network aspect. Afterwards, s/he violates
two additional security controls (i.e., SI-4 and CM-7) through further malicious
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activities. To capture the effects of these malicious activities, a state model is
built as follows. (i) We collect auditing results from three tools, KubeScape [7],
Falco [8], and a custom tool based on formal verification [23]. (ii) We count the
number of compliance (3) and non-compliance (2) for AC-7 and calculate the
probability of non-compliance (0.40). (iii) We check AC-7 description (“consec-
utive invalid logon attempts should be limited”) and its corresponding MITRE
tactics Credential Access (MITRE TA0006) and with the help of an expert,
we find MITRE sub-technique Password Spraying as a pre-condition (cause of
the breach), and Bypass User Account Control as a post-condition (a poten-
tial result of the breach). Afterwards, we connect the pre-condition as a parent
and the post-condition as a child of the breach node of AC-7 control. Following
these same steps for other controls, we build the entire state model.

(int u UserID) .......
(ProtectedLogOnF u ul ac) >>

Compliance Result from KubeScape

Compliance Result from Falco

Auditing
Tool Breached Control Count of

Breach Prob.

Custom AC-7: Authorized LogOn 2 out of 5 0.40
... ... ... ...

LogOn PB

Password
Spraying Attack

Bypass User
Account Control

Pre condition

Post condition
Expert

Security Control

Interpreting Auditing ResultConducting Security Auditing     Finding Pre and Post Condition

MITREk8s-master falco/ 4026088]: 04:03:52.417069376: Warning Shell history had
been deleted or renamed (user=vagrant user_loginuid=1000 type = openat ...

Severity Control Name Failed
Resources

Excluded
Resources

All
Resources

Critical Enforce kubelet client TLS authentic 0 0 6
High Privilged container 4 3 30

Compliance Result using Custom Auditing
1 2 3

UNSAT

Falco CM-7: Least Functionality 6 out of 12 0.50
... ... ... ...

KubeScape SI-4: Agent-based Monitoring 9 out of 13 0.41
... ... ... ...

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Fig. 4: Example of building a state model

Building Event Model. Another angle of the attacker’s activities would in-
volve performing activities supported by 5G network. Therefore, to capture such
activities, we build the event model. First, as a source of events, we collect the
monitoring results (e.g., event logs) from multiple sources of a 5G network to
cover its different aspects: system logs for users, auditing logs for infrastructure,
and 5G core logs for networking. Then, to extract the event-related information
(e.g., timestamps and details of relevant events [24]), we filter out any extraneous
logs and trim the log data. Subsequently, we combine all the logs from different
sources based on their timestamp, resulting in a single processed log. We also
identify similar events (e.g., performing the same operations) that are named
differently in different logs, and uniquely categorize them as a single event type
in our model. Then, to capture attacker activities (represented as a BN), we
generate event sequences where each sequence ends as soon as any event is re-
peated to avoid cycles in our model (mainly because a BN is acyclic). Finally, we
construct our event model (as further illustrated using the following example).

Example 2. After gaining unauthorized access as an admin, an attacker may:
access to server at the Kubernetes [14] level to alter the IP table to avoid
detection, and query to SMF at the 5G level to get subscriber information from
UDM. Figure 5 shows the steps to build the event model. (1) We collect and
parse raw logs from Kubernetes and free5GC. (2) We eliminate the entries with
the message set report call: false, and the Log Level, Component, and
Module columns, as they do not provide event-related information. (3) We com-
bine both logs, and sort them based on the Timestamp. (4) We rename both
Created container UPF and Started container UPF messages as connect

to UPF event, and identify the repetition of Query to SMF events for sequence
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generation without a cycle. (5) We obtain three event sequences. (6) We con-
struct an event model, where nodes access server and Query to SMF and
their transition probability (0.7) are learned from the sequences. Thus, the event
model shows the activities of the attacker.

2022-11-11T03:11:12Z k8s-core-master sshd[1597298]: Accepted publickey for
vagrant from 10.0.2.2 port 36094 ssh2: RSA SHA256:1M4RzhMyWuFS/> ....
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... ... ...

2022-11-10T03:57:20 Create NF Profile free5GC
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Fig. 5: Example of building an event model

3.3 Model Fusing

To capture the overall impacts of the attacker’s activities on the system, both
models are fused in this step by performing two major steps as follows.

Horizontal Fusing. This step is to show the combined effects of the attacker’s
activities causing non-compliance system states from the state model (SM) and
in-between breach activities supported by the 5G network from the event model
(EM). First, we identify all the common nodes between EM and SM caused by
the impact of a privilege escalation resulting from a non-compliant system state.
Second, for each common node, we record and merge their parents and children
from both models with their respective transition probabilities. This merged list
represents the steps an attacker might perform, whether by mimicking legitimate
users or causing a breach, and it captures the transition between these two.
Third, we create a new model by adding each common node to their parents and
children. Finally, the remaining nodes (which have not been added yet) from
both EM and SM are added to this new model.

Example 3. In Figure 6a, we fuse the event model (on left) and state model
(on right) using their common node, Access Server; which combines two dif-
ferent activities, Password-based Authentication representing attacker mim-
icking a legitimate user, and Bypass User Account Control representing a
post-condition of a breach. Prior to this step, we also use the same procedure
within the state model in combining two breach-related activities LogOn Policy

Breach (PB) and Remote Access PB, leading to a common privilege escalation
Bypass User Account Control. We use dashed lines to indicate the model’s
instance before fusing and solid lines to indicate its instance after fusing.
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Fig. 6: Examples of fusing event model with state model into event-state model

Vertical Fusing. This step is to show the impacts of a breach among different
aspects (e.g., user, network) of a 5G network. First, we identify the privilege
escalation (post-condition) that occurs as a result of a breach (explained in Sec-
tion 3.2). Then, using the MITRE FiGHT [21] and ATT&CK [22] framework, we
identify the impact of this privilege escalation. This impact could be a legitimate
event from the EM or another breach of the system state from the SM. More-
over, an expert verifies the decision using his/her understanding of attack and
mitigation. Finally, we connect the impacted node with the privilege escalation
node to show the attacker’s progress in different aspects.

Example 4. As shown in Figure 6b, vertical fusing connects the user aspect and
network aspect of the system where an attacker uses two breaches LogOn PB

and Remote Access PB to gain the same privilege of Bypass User Account

Control. Using expert assistance and MITRE framework, we determine that
Bypass User Account Control can be used for both Credential Access

(MITRE TA0006) and Lateral Movement (MITRE TA0008) which impact is the
Access Server in EM. Therefore, we connect Bypass User Account Control

from the user aspect of the state model (on top), to Access Server from the
network aspect of the event model (on bottom) by adding an edge between these
two nodes. This shows the attack progress from the user aspect to the network
aspect and allows attackers to execute the Query to SMF operation.

3.4 Evaluating Security Posture

Evaluating security posture is performed using the following two steps.

Building Event-State Model. First, we use the fused model from the previous
step to build the structure of Bayesian Network (BN). Then we use the historical
log data from both monitoring events and auditing states of a 5G network to
learn its parameters. Each incoming edge to a node in the resultant BN model
indicates the probability of an activity and each node is represented as follows:
(i) white nodes represent normal events, (ii) red nodes represent a breach state,
and (iii) rectangular nodes represent privilege escalation, as depicted in Figure 7.

Inferring Probabilities for Goal Nodes. This step makes inferences from
the resultant event-state model based on the observed conditions (value of the
nodes: occurred or not) of the system and the user-defined goal node. A goal
node is an event or state of a system that are chosen by the admins based on
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Fig. 7: Evaluating security posture based on the event-state model

the security requirements of the organization. Given the goal node and observed
conditions, we use Bayesian inference to calculate the conditional probability
of the goal node. This probability measures an attacker’s ability to reach the
goal node, so from an administrator’s perspective, security posture is the value
that complements it. Choosing multiple goal nodes is also possible in the real
world. To that end, we consider a dummy node that can be linked to all those
goal nodes. Then, we re-build the model so that it adds the dummy node and
re-calculates the conditional probability for each node based on this change.
Using the same approach, we can infer the value for this combined node which
represents the combined security posture for all those goal nodes.

Example 5. Figure 7 shows an excerpt of our event-state model where we eval-
uate the security posture for the user-defined goal: Exfiltrate Data. Admin
set the value of Access Server, Deploy Malware, and Configuration PB as
occurred as observed conditions. Then Bayesian inference method on the event-
state model yields a conditional probability of 0.07 and taking the complement,
we get the security posture value of 0.93 for Exfiltrate Data. Moreover, to
facilitate multiple goal nodes, a new node is created and labeled as Combined

Goal which connects three different goal nodes (Token Impersonation, Launch
Agent, and Exfiltrate Data). After rebuilding the model using the same ob-
served conditions, the new security posture value is 0.76 because there are now
more paths to the combined goal, thereby decreasing the security posture value.

4 Implementation

This section discusses the implementation and integration details of 5GSPE.

4.1 5G Testbed Implementation

For our 5G testbed, we use Towards5GS-helm [15] to automate the deployment
of Free5GC [13] (version 3.2.1) on top of Kubernetes [14] (version 1.22). The
simulation of RAN is ensured in conjunction with UERANSIM3 for testing 5G

3 https://github.com/aligungr/UERANSIM
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core functionalities. We also use existing auditing tools, KubeScape [7], Falco [8],
and a custom tool based on Sugar [23], to monitor and audit the security of a 5G
network. We use KubeScape (v2.0.183) [7], to scan for potential vulnerabilities
and misconfigurations in a Kubernetes cluster. However, since KubeScape does
not focus on runtime detection, we use Falco (v0.33.1) [8] for detecting potential
run-time security breaches in Kubernetes. As, Falco does not audit any activities
in 5G network functions, we use custom detection rules, and a first-order logic-
based tool called Sugar [23] to detect breaches in 5G network functions. Table 2
shows a few example rules for those tools. Challenges: We face a memory
limit issue in Kubescape, and reconfigure the kube-apiserver.yaml file and set
--audit-webhook-mode to blocking so that the Kubernetes API server does not
send a response for each event. We also use journactl to dynamically retrieve
all Falco alerts to address the issue of varying time precision among tools.
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Fig. 8: System architecture of 5GSPE

4.2 5GSPE Implementation and Integration to free5GC

Figure 8 depicts the system architecture of 5GSPE. The model builder mod-
ule is responsible for building both the event and state model. 5GSPE first
automatically collects logs from different components, e.g., Kubernetes, Falco,
KubeScape, etc., and pre-processes them to identify event sequences from the
logs. These event sequences are converted to the input (in .text) to PGMPY [25]
(v0.1.19), a Python library used for building models and learning with a Bayesian
network. Next, to build the state model, we first deploy a breach analyzer to an-
alyze the security breach and construct a breach table. The model fuser module
is implemented based on a customized algorithm (Algorithm 1 in Appendix B).
We use networkX [26] to implement various graph operations, such as add node,
find cycle. Lastly, the security posture evaluator module uses different classes
(e.g., Max-Product Linear Programming (MPLP) and variable elimination) from
PGMPY to evaluate the security posture. We also use graphviz [27] to visualize
the models. Challenges: Identifying relevant security controls from thousands
of existing controls is a laborious and time-consuming process. To summarize
and extract keywords from the controls, we use NLP tools (e.g., BERT [28],
NER [29]). We also use them to determine the pre- and post-conditions of a
security control breach from the MITRE framework. Graphviz’s default layouts
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limit the user’s ability to analyze, and arrange nodes and edges aesthetically;
therefore, we employ pydotplus [30] coupled with Graphviz to solve this issue.

Table 2: Example of detection rules for security tools
Security Tool Detection Rules Auditing Source

Falco Detect any attempt to attach/exec into a Pod Kubernetes audit log

Falco Detect any inbound connection from a source outside of an allowed set of
IPs, networks, or domain names

Systemcalls

KubeScape Check for delete or deletecollection RBAC permissions on workloads RoleBindings

Custom scripts Detect any unexpected HTTP requests to UDM free5GC UDM logs

5 Experiments

This section describes the experimental setup and results.

5.1 Experimental Setup

Our testbed is deployed on an OpenStack [31] environment with one master
node, and two worker nodes on a server running with Ubuntu 20.04. In addition
to our testbed data, we generate synthetic data in a simulated environment
that creates 25,000 event sequences including 25 unique event types includ-
ing breaches of specific security controls from NIST [10] (AC-7: Logon Policy

Breach (PB), AC-17: Remote access PB, AC-8: System use notification

PB, CM-7: Configuration PB, SI-4 (2): Agent-based monitoring PB, SI-4
(7): Rule-based monitoring PB). To generate event sequences synthetically,
we follow the dependency among event types captured from our testbed and as-
sign different event types to attackers in a random but realistic manner. We first
define the attacker capability, which is the number of events (both regular and
attack events) in a sequence that an attacker is capable of completing. Then, we
generate attackers with different capabilities using an exponential distribution
(where the majority of attackers possess an initial capability and comparatively
fewer attackers with higher capabilities) and assign generated events accordingly.
We also divide each event sequence into three attack stages based on the MITRE
ATT&CK framework, with each stage showing the attacker’s attack progression
(in Table 3). We conduct each experiment 1,000 times and calculate the average
value.

Table 3: Statistics of our dataset
Attack
Stage

MITRE Tactics No. of
Seq.

Attacker
Level

Sequence Length No. of Seq.

1 Reconnaissance to Initial Access stages 9,290 1 1 to 2 17,242
2 Execution to Credential Access stages 5,938 2 3 to 4 5,518
3 Discovery to Exfiltration stages 10,556 3 5 to 6 1,737

Total 25,784 4 more than 6 1,287

5.2 Experimental Results

In the following, we present our experimental results.

Effects of Attack Progress. The purpose of our first set of experiments is to
accurately determine the overall security posture as the attack progresses. Ex-
periment parameters include the different attack stages and goal nodes. To better
interpret the security posture values derived from our solution, we also measure
the attacker success ratio (ASR), which is the proportion of successful attackers
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reaching to the goal node during an attack stage. Figures 9a, 9b, 9c, and 9d
show the relationship between the attack stages and the overall security posture
value for different goal nodes: combined goal (considering all the following goal
nodes), exfiltrate data, launch agent, and token impersonation, respec-
tively. We observe that the security posture values and the attacker success ratio
are roughly inversely proportional. This is expected because a higher security
posture value indicates a better-secured system, and vice versa. On the other
hand, as an attack advances from one stage to the next, the value of the whole
security posture declines as shown in Figure 9. Moreover, the average security
posture value reduces more when the goal node is closer to the attacker (e.g.,
for token impersonation as the goal node, the average posture value decreases
by 29% (0.93 to 0.66 in Figure 9d) whereas, for exfiltrate data as target node, it
decreases by just 1% (0.99 to 0.98 in Figure 9b) from attack Stage 1 to attack
Stage 2. Therefore, we can conclude that, in addition to the goal node, the attack
stage also plays a critical role in affecting the overall security posture.
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Fig. 9: Effects of attack progress for different goal; ASR: Attacker Success Ratio

Effects of Scaling Network Size (of 5G Core network). This second set
of experiments examines how network size affects security posture. We generate
different 5G core networks by varying the number of NFs (e.g., UPF and AMF)
between 1 and 20 [32]. Then, for each network, we generate random event se-
quences (as described in Section 5.1). Finally, we calculate the average security
posture value, model size (total number of nodes and edges), time to build the
model and time to evaluate it for different network sizes. Figure 10a depicts the
linear increase in model size due to network scaling which remains reasonably
small compared to the size of other related graphs (e.g., attack graph [33], which
can exceed 10,000 nodes). Here, NF1 represents a user plane function, and NF2

represents a control plane function. Figure 10b shows that both model building
time and prediction time grow linearly with the scaling of the network. However,
up to 15 NFs, the time needed to build the model is less than two seconds, show-
ing that our model is efficient up to a certain level of network scaling. We also
notice a significant increase in the build time for 20 NFs, which may be brought
on by the interconnection of several NEFs with other NFs, leading to an in-
crease in the number of edges. Note that if the network size remains constant,
we do not need to rebuild the model with each increase in data, and updating
the model with new data takes very little time. Figure 10c shows that the secu-
rity posture value does not change much with network size because network size
does not necessarily increase security control breaches. The red line in the figure
illustrates a magnified version of NF2 EXfiltrate using the right y-axis with a
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different scale. It is evident that the difference in security posture is minuscule
(i.e., 0.02 while increasing the number of NFs from 1 to 20).
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Fig. 10: Effects of scaling network size and Effects of attacker capabilities

Effects of Attacker Capabilities. The third set of experiments illustrates how
the capabilities of an attacker affect the values of the overall security posture.
Figure 10d demonstrates that, as the attacker’s capability grows, the security
posture value declines. The average security posture value for an attacker with
capability Level 1 (the lowest, defined in Table 3) is 0.98, whereas, for an attacker
with capability Level 4 (the highest), it is 0.78 for the combined goal node (a
dummy node, as described in Section 3.4). Additionally, as most attackers with
initial capability level (e.g., 1) can reach the goal node closer to the attacker (e.g.,
Token Impersonation) more easily, the security posture value is lower for that
goal node than for the far-end goal node (e.g., Exfiltrate data). However, since
the combined goal node additionally considers all other goal nodes, its security
posture value falls between those of the other goal nodes.

Effects of Reducing Policy Breach by Implementing Security Solu-
tions. The final set of experiments investigates how our solution can find the
overall effect on security posture after implementing security solutions in a sys-
tem. To do so, first, we calculate the security posture value using the attack ex-
ample in Figure 1, which has six policy breaches, without reducing its breaches.
Then, we reduce individual security policy breaches (as a potential impact of
implemented security solutions) and recompute the security posture value. Fig-
ure 11a indicates that as the number of security policy breaches is reduced, the
size of the model reduces, with the greatest reduction occurring when there are
more than two policy breaches. Both build time and prediction time also de-
crease, but we do not observe a significant change as the model is not large
enough and, therefore, the compute time is not much affected (in Figure 11b).
Figure 11c illustrates that the security posture value is minimum when no pol-
icy breach is addressed (without reduction), and it increases as security policy
breaches are solved. The red line illustrates a magnified version of EXfiltrate
Data using the right y-axis with a different scale which shows an increase in
security posture value. Figure 11d corroborates this trend with data from two
distinct attacks deployed on our testbed: LightBasin (blue line) and a custom
APT attack (orange line), both of which breach three security policies described
in Table 4. In both attacks, with all three policy breaches, the security posture is
minimal, and it increases as the number of policy breaches reduces. The average
security posture value increases for the custom APT attack from 0.62 with all
three breaches (EIP, TSCF, and ACR) to 0.99 with no breaches.
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Fig. 11: Effects of reducing security policy breaches where WR: Without Reduc-
tion, P1: Reducing System Use Notification Policy Breach (PB), P2: Reducing
Remote Access PB, P3: Reducing LogOn PB

Table 4: Implemented attacks description
Attack Attack Steps Purpose Breached Security Pol-

icy

Light
Basin

Unexpected Inbound Connections
(UIC)

To gain access to the system AC-3 (Access Enforcement)

Creating NodePort Services (CNS) To expose containerized 5G Network
Functions(NFs) to the Internet

CM-6 (Configuration Set-
tings)

Unexpected HTTP Requests to UDM
(UHRU)

To exfiltrate subscribers’ data from
the UDM

SC-7 (Boundary Protec-
tion)

Custom
APT

Exec Into Pods (EIP) To execute malicious codes in pods AC-3 (Access Enforcement)

Tampering Shell Configuration Files
(TSCF)

To weaken the system security SI-7 (Software, Firmware,
and Information Integrity)

Attaching Cluster-admin Role (ACR) To impersonate network admin. AC-6 (Least Privilege)

6 Related Works

This section reviews the related literature.

5G Security and its Requirements. Existing works (e.g., [2,34]) in 5G use an
attack graph-based approach to propose a 5G-specific metric using cross-layer in-
formation shared among 5G network stakeholders and focusing more on its user
aspect. Whereas, other works (e.g., [35]) measure the security of commercial
5G deployment while considering the user aspects (e.g., subscriber protection,
user plane protection). However, all of them are limited to a particular aspect
(e.g., user, network, or infrastructure) of a 5G network. There are a few works
(e.g., [36]) that quantify other aspects of 5G, but they do not evaluate its se-
curity posture. Ericsson researchers recommend continuous monitoring, logging,
least privilege principles, data encryption, threat detection and response, etc. to
evaluate security posture and identify areas for improvement [37]. 5G network
vulnerabilities include hardware, firmware, and software weaknesses, as well as
issues with signaling and control plane protocols, containers, and Kubernetes.
This is a call to a comprehensive, multi-layered approach required to assess net-
work security and address all service aspects and internal components [38].

Security Posture of Non-5G network. Several works (e.g., [4, 5]) involve
attack-graph analysis, where the likelihood and potential impact of a specific
threat is evaluated using probabilistic models. Specifically, Frigault et al. [4]
incorporate temporal factors using dynamic Bayesian networks. Whereas Wang
et al. [5] focus on causal relationships between vulnerabilities encoded in attack
graphs. Other works (e.g., [39, 40]) evaluate security metrics either from the
vulnerabilities or from the behavior of network devices. However, none of them
address 5G-specific challenges to capture the persistent threats with evolving
impacts on multiple aspects of a 5G network. Additionally, there are several risk
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assessment frameworks, such as the NIST Cybersecurity Framework [10] and the
ISO 27001 [24], for organizations to assess risks. However, they usually provide a
more generic assessment, whereas our objective is to evaluate the overall security
posture for a particular 5G network deployment.

Standalone Security Solutions. There are a few built-in tools (e.g.,
Kubescape [7] and Falco [8]) that support auditing and monitoring for 5G envi-
ronments on Kubernetes. Moreover, different auditing techniques are for specific
applications, such as auditing in the cloud [41] and IoT [42]. Other solutions
in 5G (e.g., [43–47]) focus on various security objectives (e.g., attack and in-
terference detection, log management, etc.) However, none of those works focus
on security posture evaluation. Also, the European Telecommunications Stan-
dards Institute (ETSI) proposes a security framework [48] to manage virtualized
networks securely, while 3GPP proposes a data analytic architecture for 5G net-
works [49,50]. These efforts demonstrate the significance of considering security
as a crucial factor for the stability and availability of services deployed using 5G
networks. However, none provides an overall security posture of a 5G network.

In summary, 5GSPE differentiates from other works by addressing 5G-specific
challenges (e.g., covering its multiple aspects, capturing evolving impact of per-
sistent threats) in evaluating the overall security posture of a 5G network.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed 5GSPE, a new approach for evaluating the secu-
rity posture of 5G networks while considering the 5G-specific security threats
(e.g., persistent threats with evolving impacts from multiple aspects of a 5G
network). Specifically, we first built an event model using monitoring results
and a state model using auditing results. We then combined these two models
as a Bayesian network by leveraging their common nodes along with privilege
escalation nodes. Finally, we evaluated the security posture of a 5G network
through Bayesian inference of the model. We implemented and integrated our
solution for free5GC and Kubernetes, and demonstrate its effectiveness through
extensive experiments.

There are a few limitations of this work. Our work presently focuses on mea-
suring the current security posture of the system and does not predict future
security posture. In the future, we intend to extend our work to support pre-
dictive capabilities based on historical data analysis. We currently rely on the
knowledge of security experts to identify the pre- and post-conditions of a secu-
rity breach. Our future work will focus on reducing this reliance. Also, we plan
to apply our work to other systems (e.g., clouds, IoT).
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Appendix

A Definition of Event-State Model
To evaluate security postures in 5G, we build a model, namely, event-state model
(a combination of the event model and state model). The state model captures
the results of auditing system states, and the event model captures the results
of monitoring system events. We define these models more formally as follows.

Event Model (EM). Given a list of event types event-types and the log
of historical events hist, the event model is defined as a Bayesian network
EM = (Ge, Ee), where Ge is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) in which each
node represents an event type in event-types, and each directed edge between
two nodes indicates the first node would immediately precede the other in some
event sequences in hist whose probability is part of the list of parameters Ee.

State Model (SM). Given a list of breaches of different security control from
different security standards, B and the pre-, and post-conditions of individual
breach, P, and the auditing logs of the system over time auHist, the state model
is defined as a dependency graph [51] SM = (Gs, Es), where Gs is a set of
DAGs in which each node corresponds to the breach of security control and
their pre-or post-condition from B and P, and each directed edge between two
nodes indicates the transition probability derived from auHist and it is part of
the list of parameters Es.

Event-State Model (ESM). Event-State Model is a Bayesian network ESM =
(Gc, Ec), where Gc = {Ge ∪Gs} (i.e., all the nodes in both the event and state
models) and Ec = {Ee ∪ Es ∪ Ep}, where Ep is the set of edges that connects
the privilege escalation vertices (responsible for lateral movement caused by a
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breach) to the resulted vertices (either from EM or SM ) and the edge values
are coming from hist and auHist as a probability which is part of the list of
parameters Ec.

B Algorithm for Building Event-state Model

Algorithm 1 is used to construct an event-state model from the event model, and
the state model. We define two distinct functions: vertical fusing (Lines 3 to
16), and horizontal fusing (Lines 17 to 28) to combine the model vertically
and horizontally. For vertical fusing, in Line 6, we first list all the privilege
escalation nodes manually by taking help from an expert. Then, for each privilege
escalation node, we attach the breach node and the event node to the privilege
escalation node in Lines 9–13. In Lines 29–36, we define one utility function
named findCommonNode to list all the common nodes between two models for
horizontal fusing. Line 18 of the horizontal fusing function utilizes this utility
function. Line 23 and 24 adds the parent and child subgraphs from both the event
model and the state model to the common node.

Algorithm 1: Building event-state Model
Input:

stateModel ← state model;
eventModel ← event model;

Output:
combinedModel ← CombinedModel

1 combinedModel ← vertical fusing(stateModel, eventModel);
2 combinedModel ← horizontal fusing(stateModel, eventModel);
3 Function vertical fusing(stateModel, eventModel):
4 combinedModel ← [];
5 foreach breachState in stateModel do
6 privilegeEscalationNode ← breachState.previlegeEscalation;
7 normalEvent ← eventModel.breachState;
8 if privilegeEscalationNode /∈ combinedModel then
9 combinedModel.add node(privilegeEscalationNode) ;

10 combinedModel.add node(breachState) ;
11 combinedModel.add node(normalEvent) ;
12 combinedModel.add edge(node1, newNode) ;
13 combinedModel.add edge(newNode, node2)

14 end

15 end
16 return combinedModel;

17 Function horizontal combnination(stateModel, eventModel):
18 commonNodeList ← findCommonNode(stateModel, eventModel);
19 foreach cnode in commonNodeList do
20 if cnode /∈ combinedModel then
21 if isCreateCylce(cnode, combinedModel) == False then
22 combinedModel ← add node(cnode);
23 combinedModel ← add subgraph(cnode.parent);
24 combinedModel ← add subgraph(cnode.child);

25 end

26 end

27 end
28 return combinedModel;

29 Function findCommonNode(stateModel, eventModel):
30 listOfCommonNodes ← ∅;
31 foreach node ∈ stateModel do
32 if node ∈ eventModel then
33 listOfCommonNodes ← listOfCommonNodes ∪ {node};
34 else

35 end
36 return listOfCommonNodes;

37 return combinedModel;


